Peace And The Single Mom
Synopsis

Being a single mom is often seen as a joy-stealing and dream-dashing cross to bear. The truth is, it’s hard. Some days it can seem impossible. But in the midst of the chaos of single parenting there is much hope...if only the wind and rain would calm just long enough for the light to shine through. With these 50 moments of peace, Jennifer Maggio gracefully weaves scriptural truths and personal stories to gently soothe the storm that rages in every single mom’s heart. Single mom, are you overwhelmed, stressed out, and fed up? Are you desperate to find peace in the storm? Partner with Jennifer Maggio to win the battle over self-doubt, regret, and fear. Peace and the Single Mom offers 50 Moments of calm in the chaos, guiding single moms to strength and hope. Like a wise friend, Jennifer Maggio invites single moms to experience Jesus as she parents those beautiful babies God placed in her heart and life. Maggio gets it, because she’s lived it, and it shows in every single word. Suzanne Eller, Proverbs 31 Ministries author and speaker, radio co-host of Encouragement Café®, and creator of Moms Together Downloadable group study guides of various lengths are also available, each designed to encourage individuals while fostering unity among the single moms in your church or community.
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Customer Reviews

About the Book: Being a single mom is often seen as a joy-stealing and dream-dashing cross to bear. The truth is, it’s hard. Some days it can seem impossible. But in the midst of the chaos of single parenting there is much hope...if only the wind and rain would calm just long enough for the
light to shine through. With these 50 moments of peace, Jennifer Maggio gracefully weaves scriptural truths and personal stories to gently soothe the storm that rages in every single mom's heart. Single mom, are you overwhelmed, stressed out, and fed up? Are you desperate to find peace in the storm? Partner with Jennifer Maggio to win the battle over self-doubt, regret, and fear. Peace and the Single Mom offers 50 Moments of calm in the chaos, guiding single moms to strength and hope. Like a wise friend, Jennifer Maggio invites single moms to experience Jesus as she parents those beautiful babies God placed in her heart and life. Maggio gets it, because she s lived it, and it shows in every single word. Suzanne Eller, Proverbs 31 Ministries author and speaker, radio co-host of Encouragement Café®, and creator of Moms Together Downloadable group study guides of various lengths are also available, each designed to encourage individuals while fostering unity among the single moms in your church or community. About the Author: Jennifer Maggio walked away from a high-level career in Corporate America to answer the call to care for single moms. She founded the global nonprofit, The Life of a Single Mom Ministries, under the premise that no single mom should ever walk alone. She has now served more than 20,000 single mothers.
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